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Ballot Boxes to Be Opened

Recount Ordered
District Judge Jack L. Green tigate the results of the Voto Democratic Central Committee.
The County Attorney said the
at a court hearing yesterday or matic machines, which were used
dered a vote recount of 36 Mis Tuesday for the first time in a remaining 31 precinct votes will
soula County precincts in which general election in Missoula Coun be recounted by IBM machine to
morrow.
Votomatic machines were used to ty.
tabulate votes in the election Tues
Results of these particular pre
Judge Green handed down the
day.
guidelines to County Atty. Jack cincts could change the outcome of
some
county races, Mr. Pinsoneault
Robert McGiffert, Philip Hess Pinsoneault at the hearing. Manu
and Penny Wilson of the UM jour al recounts of votes cast in pre added.
nalism school began investigating cincts 2, 3, 13, 17 and 36 will be
Mr. Pinsoneault received a court
Thursday when they found that gin todhy, the attorney said.
order yesterday to open the bal
traditional Republican strongholds
Spokesmen for the Missoula lot boxes legally. State law re
—the Farviews area, for example County Canvassing Board and the quires the ballot boxes to be closed
—showed heavy returns for Hum Clerk and Recorder’s Office said for a yejfr.
phrey.
there is enough discrepancy in
Mr. Murray said voters have
The unpredictable results in at these five precincts to justify a five days after the beginning of
least 20 of Missoula County’s 47 manual count, according to Roger the official canvas to take formal
precincts prompted them to inves- Murray, chairman of the County action for a new election in Mis
soula County.
Mr. Pinsoneault said the tabula
tion error was caused by a dis
crepancy between the ballot and
computer rotation programming.
The rotation plans shifted the or
der in which the candidates names
appeared on the ballots.

S aigon D elays P eace E ffo rts

In V ietnam , C lifford Says
NEW QUEEN—Kathy Wilson of Alpha Phi Sorority and her es
cort, Ken Green, a forestry major from Fargo, N. D„ admire the tro
phy she was awarded last night after being named Foresters Ball
queen. Miss Wilson defeated four other coeds who vied for Ihe title.
(Staff Photo by Bill Anderson)

Woodsmen Sock It to Overflow Crowd

.Kathy Wilson Crowned Queen
At Colorful Foresters Convo
Kathy Wilson was crowned For Peggy Barta, sponsored by Synaesters Ball queen at the annual delphic; Patty Lesniak, represent
Foresters Convocation in the Uni ing Knowles Hall; Carol Brown of
versity Theater last night which Delta Delta Delta, and Priscilla
kicked off activities for the 52nd Quick of Turner Hall.
annual Foresters Ball.
Besides the coronation, winners
Miss Wilson, a junior sponsored were announced in the beard and
by Alpha Phi sorority, defeated moustache contests, and the ov
erflowing audience watched risque,
humorous skits presented by the
foresters. The Delta Gamma can
can
girls performed, adding to the
Pub Board Gives entertainment.
Jim Sweaney won the beard
No New Answers contest
and Roger Eddy captured
first
place in the moustache con
On Free Pages
test.
Boondockers Day will be cele
Publications Board reached no
decision yesterday on the pfolicy brated at noon today in the Baby
of giving free yearbook space to Oval, where foresters will chal
lenge other students in pole climb
service organizations.
The constitution committee will, ing, log sawing and pole chopping
present proposals which will be contests. Students who beat the
concluded at the next meeting. The foresters will receive free tickets
question was raised last week to the ball, which will be held at
about a by-law provision giving the Harry Adams Field House Fri
Spurs, Bearpaws, Mortar Board day and Saturday nights.
and Silent- Sentinel free pictures
The tickets will go on sale in
in the Sentinel which costs other the Oval today. Some, however,
groups $50.
will be dropped from a plane over
Ann Fellows, Sentinel editor, the old Domblaser Field at 12:30
said the four organizations re pjn.
ceived the privilege of having free
Chief Push Dick Claunch, who
space in the yearbook about 20 welcomed the audience, announced
years ago for helping sell the year that costume contests will be held
books.
both nights at the ball.

WASHINGTON (AP) — Secre
tary of Defense Clark M. Clifford
accused Saigon Tuesday of balk
ing in the “ninth inning” of Viet
nam peace efforts and said the
United States may have to con
tinue negotiating alone.
The defense chief said Presi
dent Johnson is discussing with
the South Vietnamese about their
insistence on speaking in Paris as
the No. 1 party for the allies, but
he said the President faces a cru
cial decision.
“I think he will continue to con
fer with the Saigon government
until he reaches the conclusion as
to whether he is going to go with
them or whether he shall go with-,
out them,” Mr. Clifford told news
men.
The Paris peace talks schedule
has been left up in the air as a re
sult of the South Vietnamese
stand.
Originally the United States and
South Vietnamese representatives
were to have met with the North
Vietnamese and with the Com
munist political organization in
South Vietnam, the National Lib
eration Front, on Nov. 6.
Mr. Clifford was red-faced and
obviously annoyed as he defended
Johnson for proceeding with his
Oct. 31 announcement of a bomb
ing halt and peace breakthrough
even though, as it turns out, South
Vietnam has suddenly become re
luctant.
Mr. Clifford said the switch in
South Vietnamese attitude came
on the very eve of Pres. Johnson’s
announcement that U.S. planes
would "stop bombing North Viet
namese territory on Nov. 1.
Despite a flurry of last-minute
cables and diplomatic huddling,
the Saigon government refused to
change its stand and in fact, Mr.
Clifford said, came up with “a
whole new set of concerns and ob-

jections” about stopping the at
tacks.
The defense secretary’s sharp re
marks on the Washington-Saigon
squabble highlighted a news con
ference in which he also:
—In effect warned Hanoi that
recent artillery attacks across the
Demilitarized Zone are a violation
of the general understanding the
United States had when it stopped
bombing of North Vietnam.
—Said he has recommended to
President-elect Richard M. Nixon
that a new secretary of defense be
apopinted by mid-December to
give the man a month’s time to be
come oriented before taking over
Jan. 20.
—Said he will go to Brussels
Wednesday for a NATO ministers
meeting whose main purpose “is
to consider the impact of the Soviet
incursion into Czechoslovakia upon
NATO, what lessons we should
draw therefrom and what steps
we should take.”

WASHINGTON (AP) — The na
tion’s Catholic bishops turned aside
Tuesday a plea by punished Wash
ington area priests for interven
tion in their dispute with their car
dinal over the church ban on birth
control.
The rebuff by the National Con
ference of Catholic Bishops came
at a time when the church leaders
were moving tentatively toward
easing interpretation of the Pope’s
birth control ban ?o as to permit a
choice of conscience for married
couples.
But the bishops declined to take
any step toward an effort to ar
bitrate the local controversy over
the punishment of 40 priests by
Patrick Cardinal O’Boyle fo r
speaking out in favor of individual
conscience.
Lawrence Cardinal Sheban of
Baltimore, head of the bishops’ ar
bitration panel, told the conference
“the Washington priests have made
a serious error in judgment” in not
accepting local mediation of the
dispute.
The bishops maintained their
Folk songs and conversation tight secrecy on the proposed ver
sion
of a pastoral letter on birth
will highlight the Cosmopolitan
Club re-organizational meeting in control to be adopted at their fivethe Lodge Territorial Rooms at 4 day conference.
p.m. today.
Lucille Edwards, foreign stu
dents adviser, said the club was
organized “to establish interna
tional friendships, to share view
points concerning international re
lations and to remove social preju
dices.”
Mrs. Edwards said the club was
not organized just tor foreign stu
dents, and anyone interested in the
club is invited to attend the meet
ing.
NEW YORK (AP)—An uniden
tified man who allegedly tipped
off police to a plot against the life
of President-elect Richard M. Nix
on spent 90 minutes before a
grand jury Tuesday.
Earlier, hundreds of spectators
had jammed Brooklyn’s Criminal
There had been speculation that S l o v a k i a , o r a n y r e a s o n f o r d e l a y Court room as three h e a v i l y
this might be taken up at a meet i n i m p l e m e n t i n g t h e t a l k s .
guarded defendants appeared for
ing between Soviet Premier Alexei
Mr. Malik introduced a resolu a hearing.
tion
that
would
have
the
General
N. Kosygin and President John
Accused of the plot, and of try
son, but prospects vanished in the Assembly refer back to Geneva- ing to induce the informant to act
wake of the invasion.
Soviet proposals for disarmament, ually be the trigger man in Nix
Mr. Malik dwelt only briefly on and also a complete record of all on’s assassination, are an immi
the matter in a mildly worded debate in the committee on dis grant from Yemen, 43-year-old
speech to the political committee. armament. This would include any Ahmed Rageh Namer, and his sons,
He noted that UB.-Soviet agree proposals by the United States and Hussein, 20, and Abdo, 19.
Police say an M-l rifle, an M-l
ment had been reached to hold other members of the United Na
carbine, and 24 rounds of ammuni
talks, and said his government “is tions.
now ready without delay to under
The Geneva committee would be tion were found in the Namer’s
take a serious exchange of views instructed to report back to next Brooklyn apartment when police
on this question.”
year’s assembly on its efforts to raided it and arrested the trio Fri
day.
He made no mention of Czecho- make progress on disarmament.

Foreign Students
To Re-organize
International Club

Russia Willing to Talk Disarmament
UNITED NATIONS, N.Y. (AP)
The Soviet Union declared Tues
day it was still willing to start
talks immediately with the United
States on nuclear missile disarma
ment, including antimissile weap
ons.
But in a speech that opened the
annual disarmament debate in the
General Assembly’s main political
committee, Soviet Ambassador Ja
cob A. Malik appeared to have lit
tle hope for opening talks before
President-elect Richard M. Nix
on takes office.
Mr. Malik proposed that the

General Assembly toss a compre
hensive disarmament package back
to the 17-nation committee in Ge
neva, which may not reconvene
until next February or March. The
committee has been the main arena
for detail disarmament negotia
tions.
Prior to the Soviet-led inva
sion of Czechoslovakia in August,
the United States and the Soviet
Union had agreed to hold a mutual
exchange of views on limitation
and reduction of nuclear weap
on delivery vehicles, both offen
sive and defensive.

Plea of Priests
Turned Aside

T ip -off M an

In N ix o n P lo t
Q uestioned

Matter Over Mind in the Precincts
It is all very clear now.
By 2:30 a.m. on election night in 1964 only
two Missoula precincts had compiled returns
for county legislative races.
Such snail-footed vote counting cannot be
tolerated of course, so a committee was ap
pointed to revolutionize Missoula voting. The
committee decided the first step was to get
rid of the little old ladies who always have
counted votes into the night in Missoula. The
ladies were replaced by IBM’s votomatic
punch' card system, which we all got to use
this year.
It has now been eight days since the revo
lutionized polls closed, and we still do not
know who won. So that we may eventually
find out, the vote counting little old ladies
who were replaced by the machines are to
day recounting some of the votes the ma
chines counted wrong.
In other cases the computer will be re
buked and given another try at counting the
ballots it somehow counted wrong the first
time.
'
But none of this is the machines’ fault we
are told. When it was first suspected that the
machines had fouled up, an IBM apologist
immediately glided in from the East to set
things aright. He stoutly defended the IBM
computer saying it “was not at fault and
should not be blamed.”
Very well, IBM, we won’t blame you. In
stead, we blame the myopic judgement of
the people responsible for bringing in ma
chines to do what people should do. Voting
is something people should do manually, so

that no mechanical complications get in the
way.
Although the machines themselves did not
err, they nevertheless caused the errors.
The errors were human, but they would
•not have occurred had the machines not been
used. The errors stemmed from a threecornered misunderstanding among IBM’s
people-adapted machines, IBM’s machineadapted people, and Missoula’s non-machineadapted voters. The people-adapated ma
chines were inadequately adapted because
the machine-adapted people knew too little
about non machine-adapted people.
The hostility that some people feel for all
machines, and which all machines seemingly
feel for them, went unrecognized when Mis
soula switched to machine voting. So of
course the machine-adapted people did not
realize some people would go into the polling
booth merely to vote and instead have to
fight with an intractable machine that did
not agree with their voting choices.
The IBM system has no business meddling
in people’s elections. The essence of Democ
racy lies in the premise that if enough fools
vote their diversely absurd views and cancel
each other’s errors we will all muddle
through somehow.
When a “foolproof” machine gets involved
in the process, Democracy is in danger.
One thing about IBM though, it proved it
could make more mistakes in five or six
hours than all those little vote counting old
ladies have made since 1889. Better living
through technology.
Dan Vichorek

Nixon Advent Called Historical Tragedy

Montana kaim in

Dan Vichorek
to be “the greatest historical tra
irbara Richey
Richev
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To the Kaimin:
In reference to “historical tra
gedy:”
In the past, we Americans have
prevented such things as “histori
cal tragedy.” Take for instance in
1914 — we sent doughboys to pre
vent “historical tragedy.” To fol
low up, we did it again in 1942.
And again in Korea; and now we’re
• in Viet Nam to prevent “histori
cal tragedy.” But in the latter, we
decided to bring back some “his
torical tragedy” for our own con
sumption—after all—why should
everybody else in the whole, wide
world hog all the tragedy. So,
once again, Americans met the
challenge and outdid any perform
ance on record by headlining such
“oldies but goodies” as, JFK As

And from “the style of play”
displayed by him in the campaign
ing, our next president, as his con
temporary politicians, is just a
mere personality — with an in
credible outdated “style of play.”
But, I suppose we Americans
would miss, for the sake of senti
ment and tradition, the joy of
“historical tragedy.”
PEACE,
GERHARD PIDINO
Senior, Education

sassinated,! Martin Luther King,
Jr. Assassinated,! RFK Assassi
nated! No doubt, commendable ef

sity of Montana. The School of Jour
nalism utilizes the Kaimin for practice
courses, but assumes no responsibility
and exercises no control over policy or
content. ASUM publications are respon
sible to Publications Board, a commit
tee of Central Board. The opinions
State or the University Administration.
Represented for national advertising by
National Advertising Service. New
Work, Chicago, Boston, Los Angeles,
San Francisco. Entered as second-class
matter at Missoula, Montana 59801.
Subscription rate, $5 per year.
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UNDERGROUND
The University of New Mexico’s
University Arena holds 14,831 bas
Letters generally should be no ketball fans. All of the seats are
longer than 400 words, preferably below the ground level.
typed and triple spaced, with the
writer’s full name, major and class,
address and phone number listed.
They should be brought or mailed
to the Montana Kaimin office in
Room 206 of the Journalism Building by 2 p.m. the day before publi
THE
cation. The editor reserves the
right to edit or reject any letter.
WEDNESDAY SPECIAL

Policy on Letters
to the Editor

Tonight!
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Pizza Parlor

Hwy 93
549-9417

1106 W. Bdway
543-7312

Ticket Drop—Pole Climbing and Hanging of the’Lawyer
Smoke Jumping Exhibition
Demonstrations of Woods Skills, Woods Contests

Free Ticket to Anyone Who Can Out-Saw the Forester’s
Girl’s and Men’s Team

Comer of McLeod and Helen
One Block from Lodge
Parking Lot
T

Sharief
Pizza Oven

WEAR YOUR GRUBBIES — STARTS AT 12:00

for
Razor Cuts, Sculpturing
and Styling
HAIRPIECES FOR MEN
AND WOMEN
• Wigs
• Wiglettes
• Cascades
• Falls
• Toupees

N

includes Salad, Garlic Toast,
Tea or Coffee

MONTANA FORESTERS DAY

It’s the

O

x

i Is On Sale At

Campus Clipper
Barber Shop

M
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BO O N D O C KER ’S D A Y

THIEVERY INVITED
MADISONVILLE, Tenn. (AP)—
Fred Kelly says he wishes the thief
who stole $40 worth of hog wire
and later returned to steal his posthole diggers would come by for the
rest.
“I’ve still got some fence posts
the fellow may need,” Kelly said.
“I won’t be able to keep the hog
now so he can have that, too. I’ve
even got some com he can have.”

—

x

8x

WEDNESDAY, NOY. 13

forts toward “historical tragedy.”
But on November 5, 1968 — elec
tion day — Americans really met
the call and really outdid them
selves. By voting. Period. Period.
For election day, 1968, turned out

2

ALL THE
SPAGHETTI
YOU CAN EAT

5 THE GARRET gfi*

Ball Tickets On Sale 1:00 p.m.
W

e d .,

N

o v .

1 3 ,

1 9 6 8

Various Campus Factions Stand Advised

Student Activist Writes Open Letter
Editor’s Note: The following is re
printed from the Ohio State University Lantern.
I have been an activist on this
campus. I have participated in
many demonstrations and helped
lead two of them.
The controversies have now de
generated to name-calling and vin
dictive retaliation. I am interested
in trying to raise them from the
level of back-alley squabbles in
order to approach the substance
of the issues.
With that in mind, I have a few
words for the parties involved.
To The Radicals:
Your rage against this environ
ment is understandable. Your
methodology is not. If you believe
in peace, stop trying to disrupt this
campus. If there is no way to peace
but through violence, then you
have beaten your own argument.

If you believe in freedom, then
you must persuade, not punish; you
must explain, not threaten; you
must motivate, not coerce; and you
must resist, not force those who
oppose you.
If you do not act as you believe,
how can you expose the hypocrite?
If you rationalize, how can you
challenge the self-serving?
The path to change is slower
and more difficult for those who
must stop to question their own
actions. But if you are expedient,
you are no better than those you
criticize. Perhaps you are even
worse, because you know better.
Peace and freedom belong only
to those who earn them. When you
use force, you abrogate your own
right to consideration. There are
weapons of peace and weapons of
war. A man defines himself by
which he uses.

F u n k y A rt W orld D elin eates
B etw een P athetic, A bsurd
By SUSI WESCHENFELDER
The University of Colorado
PERSPECTIVE
(CPS)—A synthetic green lawn
upholsters a free form sculpture.
Fiberglass feet are imbedded in a
steel slab. A banana is plugged
into a wall socket. No, you’re not
feeling the side effect of speed.
Welcome to the Land of Funk Art.
The word ‘funk’ dates back to
Victorian times when a young lady
who “funked on the floor” had no
graver problem than fainting. An
dre Previn revived the word in
the ’50s when he told his jazz
musicians to “make it funky.” The
hot blues were throaty, emotional,
deep-down blues. In funky art the
material was unimportant—only
the creation itself mattered.
‘Funk art’ is essentially a San
Francisco creation. Harold Paris,
writing in “Art in America,” be
lieves that artist felt betrayed by
the traditional forms and ideas of
their society, and so turned inside
for the answers.
“The casual, irreverent, insin
cere California atmosphere, with
its absurd elements, weather,
clothes, ‘skinny dipping,’ sun
drenched mentality, Doggie Diner
. . . all this drives the artist’s
vision inward.”
Funk art is not intellectual, ra
tional or formalistic. What, then,
actually is it? Funk art virtually
defies description. The accepted
definition seems to be, “When you
see it, you know it.”
A bit puzzled by this funky
answer, I was helped along the
way by one student who told me
that “Funk art is like going to a
Sears Roebuck Christmas party
dressed in Montgomery Ward suit.
The hostess wears bobby socks and
serves Ovaltine and alphabet
soup.”
It is usually three-dimensional,
earthy and spontaneous. It is
witty, working with paradoxical
NO MELTING HERE
Antarctica’s ice sheet piles up
in places to a thickness of 14,000
feet. Yet the continent is one of
the world’s great deserts, with pre
cipitation averaging only five
inches a year.
IT’S WORTH YOUR TIME
TO STOP ...

(Eljtsflu lUutt
A n tiq u e s
OPEN EVERY DAY

6 Miles West of Lolo
on U.S. Highway No. 12
ROY & STELLA
VAN OSTRAND
273-6766

materials like foam rubber and
asphalt. It pens on cliches; “a belt
in the mouth” may mean exactly
that in funk art.
Bruce Nauman, a West Coast
artist, dumped flour on the floor,
scrambled it up and called it “flow
er arranging.” He was more than
pleased when a janitor threw it
away at the end of the day, not
realizing that it was a work of
art.
Funk art reassigns traditional
values. There is planned misaffiliation—Winston Churchill standing
next to a gorilla, for example.
And there is a nostalgic, some
times pathetic quality in funky
things. This summer, when “meta
physical funk monk” William
Wiley organized a “space opera,”
the show, which looked originally
like talent night at a Kiwanis
fund-raiser, had the same strange
appeal as a Trivia contest.
In the segment “Two on a Teetertotter,” both people wore long
underwear, blew harmonicas and
rotated on a seesaw. It had ttie
haunting quality of childhood past,
and yet it was wildly funny.
The balance between the absurd
and the pathetic spells true funk.
Bunk art is most of all fun—an
attitude that says, “Go on, why
not?”

'K fa d e #
Campus
Style
Center
Open:
9:30 aun. to 6 p.m.
Friday Nights
until 9 p.m.

To The Administrators!
Your whole mode of life is re
pugnant to me. You will justify
anything that shows a profit and
condemn anything that shows a
loss.
You are amazed that children
should revolt against their elders.
But it is you who have taught us
to be what we are. Everything we
believe is written in your text
books. You helped write them,*
produce them and deliver them,
and you make us read them.
The protesters often fail their
own standards; so do you. And
you, too, should know better. At
the very least, you should check
the balance sheet and measure the
cost for the future between re
striction and guidance of your
heirs.
You are prejudiced. Many of us
are not. You worship the past
while we must fear for the future.
Your answers to old problems are
of no use to the ones we will face.
They are patently not even equal
to the present.
If you help us, we will try to

make this a better world. If you how can you expect those who
fight us, you will destroy what you have masters to understand? Our
have tried to hard to secure. Are conscience is your best weapon.
you wise enough to see that and
To The Military:
brave enough to try? When would
I have met that obligation, and
you have us experiment? After therefore I feel qualified to criti
we have inherited, or before, while cize. The military does not belong
we can still afford to be wrong? on this, or any, campus.
The military exists for one pur
To The Blacks:
You have been enslaved, beaten pose only, and that is to kill. There
and embittered. I cannot blame is no* way to justify one murder
your attitudes. Those of us whose without justifying all .of them. A
ancestors and parents did this to common murderer is no worse than;
you, and whose brothers are still any soldier.
This institution is supposedly
doing it, must assume the burden
of that fact and the obligation of devoted to reason and learning.
Murderers and their advocates
restitution.
The same forces which bind you, have no place on it. Their presence
cripple me. There is no peace un is sacrilege.
til all have put down their arms,
To The Young Right:
and there is no freedom while any
Take a look at this world you
man is a slave. You will have my seem to think is so good. This is
support because you are fighting what your parents built and you
for me.
try to defend. Even if it is the
Black unity?—yes. Black pow best that has ever been done, it is
er? —- yes. Black pride? — by all still not good enough.
means. But not black prejudice, not
You have a choice. You can ei
black vengeance, and not black ther sit in the field and watch the
alienation. If centuries of enslave harvest rot, or you can start plan
ment have not taught you better, ning for next year’s crop.

How to turn a smoothie...into a toughie
and protect yourself for winter driving

RETREAD and SAVE
Chains are fine for emergencies, but you need round-the-clock
road-gripping protection for winter driving on mud, snow
and rain. Worn, smooth tire treads mean trouble. Those
same tires; retreaded with indies of live, rugged winter
TRI-EMBLEMtread— mean safety! . . . safely with savings! Don’t
proof of quality
you can see
wait for trouble to happen. Drive in for quality
retreads today. SO SAFE, WE GUARANTEE*
'EM COAST TO COAST*Futt Road Hazard Guarantee
baaed on tread depth need

Fairway Shopping Center

7.75x14
For the Student
/ accounting supplies
/ slide rules
J desk lamps
/ dictionaries
/ binders
/ all types of paper

Typewriter
Supply Co.

45
plut tax and
retreadable eating

M 130UW.EBroadway
LLER T IR
E CO.
Hiway 10 West

549-2363

8 a.m. to 6 p.m.

549-1722

8 a.m. to 9 p.m.

Inspected and Certified Member of th e T ire Retreading In stitute

314 N. Higgins Ave.
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INTRAMURAL FOOTBALL PAIRINGS
Shockers

------------------

Wed.—4 p.m.
★

—4 p.m.

★

★

Tourney Field Narrowed

Western Montana’s
Leading

PRINTER

The field in the intramural foot
ball tournament was narrowed to
STATIONER
Seattle, caught four passes for 55 yards, but Weber seven teams Tuesday as the
WHERE’S THAT BALL?—Weber State defensive
OFFICE
edged the Grizzlies 20-16 in UM’s final home game. Shockers defeated the Bullwhips
back Steve Smith (22) and Grizzly tight end Jim
The Tips will play at Northern Arizona on Satur
Kelly (88) are seen diving for a Ray Brum pass
9-0 and the RA’s topped Hui-OOUTFITTER
day. (Staff Photo by Bill Anderson)
in the game on Saturday. Kelly, a senior from
Hawaii 12-7 in playoff games.
In games at 4 p.m. today, the
Shockers will play Lagnaf, the
RA’s will play the Phi Delts and
the David Linns will play Sigma
Chi. BFD and the three other win
ners will advance to the semi
DELANEYS
The win gave Weber a 7-1 sea finals on Thursday, with the two
The visitors took the halftime
The slumping Montana Grizzlies
125 East Front St.
will be out to finish the season on lead, however, as they scored with son record while UM’s mark winners meeting for the champion
ship on Friday at 4 p.m.
a winning note Saturday as they seven seconds left in the half. dropped to 2-6.
will face Northern Arizona Uni Waite led the 71-yard drive which
was climaxed by a 10-yard TD
versity in Flagstaff, Ariz.
Last Saturday in Missoula, We pass to Gipson.
SAVINELLI OF MILAN
A key tackle by UM linebacker
ber State drove 85 yards with
three minutes left in the game to Greg Paresa set up the final Mon
edge the Tips 20-16 in the final tana score. He caught Waite at the
conference game for both schools. WSC 5-yard line, which forced
New Numbers
The victory gave the Wildcats a Weber to punt from its end zone.
share of the league championship Montana took over on the WSC
Wade
Jacobsen,
sophomore
from
In Today
30-yard line and scored with 13
with Montana State and Idaho.
The Wildcats, coached by Sark seconds left in the third quarter Simms, outdistanced teammate
Arslaniah, scored in the first when Brum connected with Luis Ray Velez and the other competi
225 E. Broadway
quarter when fullback Jack Brown for a nine-yard scoring pass. Luis tors to win the Big Sky Confer
J jflS C * ( P S l l L
OPPOSITE POST OFFICE
went in from the 1-yard line. The made a one-handed grab to snare ence cross country race Saturday
touchdown was set up when WSC the scoring pass. Montana’s extra in Pocatello, Idaho.
PIPE REPAIRS ON ALL MAKES
Jacobsen, who is undefeated in
linebacker Greg Croshaw recov point attempt failed.
No more points were scored un six meets this year, posted a time
ered a Montana fumble on the UM
15-yard line. A 14-yard pass play til Weber launched its final scor of 20:02 for the four-mile course.
from quarterback Paul Waite to ing drive. Waite completed five He was followed by Velez, who
running back Paul Gipson set up passes, three of them to flanker finished with a time of 20:20.
Idaho State University won the
the run. The conversion attempt Dave MacGillivray. Brown pow
ered over from the 1-yard line for team trophy, showing more depth
failed.
Montana struck back in the sec the score, and the try for the two- than Montana. ISU had runners
finishing third, fourth, sixth and
ond period with a 32-yard field point conversion failed.
goal by sophomore Dan Worrell,
Quarterbacks Brum and Waite seventh to dethrone the Grizzlies.
ISU posted a team score of 36
his eighth of the season.
had good days passing as Brum
UM quarterback Ray Brum con completed 15 out of 32 passes for points, followed by Montana with
nected with split end A1 Luis for 226 yards, and Waite hit on 22 of 54 points. Trailing them were We
ber State College with 68, Univer
a 30-yard score with two minutes 46 attempts for 287 yards.
left in the first half as the Tips
Roy Robinson and Mike Buzzard sity of Idaho with 82, Montana
moved 83 yards in six plays. Wor each picked up 31 yards rushing State University with 110 points
and Gonzaga University with 150.
rell added the extra point.
for Montana.

Tips to Invade Arizona
Jacobsen Takes
Championship in
Conference Meet

Fondata Nel 1876

T irt$ton*
THREADS

RETREADS ON SOUND TIRE BODIES OR ON YOUR OWN TIRES
Plus 37$ per
tire Fed.
exci.se tax,
6.50-13
sales tax and
Blackballs 2 recappable
trade-in tires
Whitewalls add $1.25 per tire of same size
Comparable low prices on other sizes off your car.

Hurry to Get in on the Action. . .
HOTTEST SKI DEAL IN TOWN!

Firestone Tire Experts Will

MOUNT WINTER TIRES
ROTATE OTHER TIRES
$199

•

32 Piece Skis, Release Bindings, Poles, Arlbergs

$34.95

r n

M

FOR ONLY

•

5 Buckle Boots

$29.95

Get Fitted and Lay Them Away NOW

GULL SK I SH O P

FIRESTONE STORE
4
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Highway 10 West

549-5313

To Play Seattle Pacific

UM Basketball Team Prepares
For Opening Contest Nov. 30
By MARILYNN TANNER
Kaimin Sports Reporter

With the first varsity basketball
game less than three weeks away,
the University of Montana Griz
zlies are working hard under the
direction of head coach Bob Cope
and assistant coach Lou Rocheleau. .
The Grizzlies are preparing for
their opening game, scheduled for
Nov. 30 against Seattle Pacific
University in Missoula.
Both coaches are optimistic
about the upcoming season al
though they think the offense will
not be as polished as it should be
until the first conference game on
Jan. 10, Rocheleau told the Mon
tana Kaimin.
The Grizzly offense is a pro
type offense, which stresses a
passing and screening game in
stead of the conventional dribbling
and set-play type of offense,
Rocheleau said.
It is similar to the offense used
by the United States Olympic bas
ketball team in Mexico City this
fall, he said.
One of the problems facing the
varsity this season is getting all
of the players—the junior college
transfers, returning lettermen and
sophomores—to fit into one team,
Rocheleau said.
Separate Coaches
The Coaching duties have been
divided evenly between the two
coaches this year in a somewhat
unusual manner. Cope coaches
only the offense while Rocheleau
handles the defense. The team is
divided into two> groups, a red
team and a blue team, and each
coach works with one group at a
time, switching units midway
through the practice.
“We feel we are accomplishing
twice as much per practice session
this way,” Rocheleau said.
Much of the success of the 196869 team depends on Ron Moore,
according to Rocheleau. Moore
suffered a knee injury midway
through last season which side
lined him for the rest of the sea
son. Rocheleau reported that
Moore looks good in practice so
far as his knee appears to have
healed completely.
Moore, a 6-4 senior from In
dianapolis, and Mark Agather, a
6-5 junior from Libby, have the
Inside track for the starting for
ward positions, he said.
Howard Clark, a 6-5 junior

transfer from Everett (Wash.) dumped the Gold squad 87-74, and
Junior College and George Yule, the frosh White team scored a 61a 6-8 junior transfer from Orange 46 win over the Golds.
State (Calif.) Junior College, are
Ross, who had quit earlier in the
battling for the starting center week but rejoined the team, led
position, according to Rocheleau. all scorers in the varsity scrim
Harold Ross, a 5-11 junior guard mage with 23 points. Moore added
from Highline (Wash.) Junior 19 points for the White, connecting
College has shown “tremendous” on nine of 12 field goal attempts.
ability at guard, Rocheleau said.
Max Agather paced the Golds
Others vying for the guard posts with 20 points and 10 rebounds.
are Don Wetzel, a 6-1 sophomore Clark had 11 rebounds for the
from Cut Bank; Mike Heroux, a Whites.
5- 10 sophomore from Menasha, The scoring summary:
Wis.; and Dave Gustafson, a 6-2
Whites (87), Clark 7, Yule, Ross
junior from Vaughn.
23, Wetzel 10, Gustafson 10, Moore
Late Starters
19, Mark Agather 6 and AhineRay Dirindin, a 6-5 senior from hart 12.
Lowell, Ind., and Sid Rhinehart, a
Golds (74), Brown 9, Heroux 7,
6- 3 junior from Missoula, have Cheek 11, Driscoll 3, Yoder 9, Max
come on strong, Rocheleau said. Agather 20, Lewis 15 and Claw
Others on the varsity are Max son.
Agather, a 6-4 junior forward
In the frosh scrimmage Johnson
from Libby; Steve Brown, a 6-6 was the high scorer with 15 points
forward from Corvallis; John for the Whites while Martin tal
Cheek, a 6-1 junior guard from lied 14 for the Golds.
Anaconda; Jim Clawson, a 6-5
Bascus led all rebounders with
junior forward from Missoula; 19. Howard missed the scrimmage
Dan Driscoll, a 5-10 junior guard because of illness.
from Shelby, and Stan Yoder, a
The scoring summary:
6-2 senior guard from Fort Wayne,
Whites (61), Johnson 15, Bascus
Ind.
13, Dethman 4, Sul
The UM freshman basketball 13, Waltman
9 and Tye 7.
team has been practicing since livan
Golds
(46),
Davis, Martin 14,
Oct. 15 along with the varsity.
4, Brown 13, Stetson 4
Both varsity coaches have been Duncan
and
McMasters
11.
working with the frosh along with
the regular coaches, Del Carroll
and Doc Holliday.
LEADING SCORER
Taller than the varsity, the Cubs
The late Wayne Estes of Ana
have looked good and can start a
lineup which averages more than conda is the leading scorer in Utah
State University basketball history.
6-6, Rocheleau said.
Top prospects on the freshman The 6-6 forward, who was -killed
team are Willie Bascus, 6-5, from in a freak accident during his sen
Brawley, Calif.; Ray Howard, 6-7, ior year in 1965, tallied 2,001 points
from Great Falls; Kirk Johnson, for the Aggies. At the time of his
6-0, from Helena; Steve Sullivan, death, Estes trailed only Miami’s
6-2, from Butte; Earl Tye, 6-6, Rick Barry for the national scoring
from Central Point, Ore., and Scott title as he sported a 33.7 point av
Stetson, 6-7, from Spokane, Wash., erage.
Rocheleau said.
Other Cubs
Other members of the frosh
team are Strett Brown, 6-7, from
in
Seattle; John Davis, 6-1, from
• Lubrication
Chicago; Steve Dethman, 6-3, from
Wolf Point; Jim Duncan, 6-1, from
• Brakes • Tune-up
Seeley Lake; Robert Howard, 6-3,
• Phillips Tires
from Cut Bank; Pete Martin,
6-2%, from Sacramento, Calif.;
Come to
Jon McMasters, 6-2, from Colum
bia Falls, and Terry Waltman, 6-4,
ROGER’S
66
from Crete, Neb.
The varsity and freshmen each
Phone 549-9923
held full-scale scrimmages on Fri
631 SOUTH HIGGINS
day. The varsity White team

D ecim ated Cubs E nd Season
W ith 2 8 -1 4 Setback to Idaho
The Montana freshman football Charles March intercepted an Ida
team closed its season Friday ho pass and raced in for the touch
losing to the Idaho Vandal Babes down. The extra point attempt
28-14 in Moscow, Idaho.
was good.
The Cubs finished the season
The Vandal Babes, led by quar
terback John Hathaway and full with a 1-2 record. In their first
back Frank Doctor, scored in the game, the frosh dumped the Mon
second, third and fourth quarters tana State Bobkittens 35-14 in
in defeating the injury-ridden Bozeman. The frosh lost their final
Montana Cubs.
two games to Idaho State and
Hathaway scored twice on runs Idaho.
Because of injuries, the Cub
of four and nine yards, and Doc
tor carried the ball for the other roster was dropped to 20 players
and, as a result, many players had
tWo Idaho touchdowns.
offense and defense.
Montana’s only scores came in to play both
key players were injured,'
the third quarter. Bob Fisher, Cub Several
quarterback who alternates at that stifling the offensive machinery.
spot with Steve Caputo, passed to
end Greg Miles for the first Mon
tana touchdown. Terry Smith
added the extra point.
The Cubs scored again in the
third quarter when defensive back

A & B

M en’s Shop

Organizational Meeting

Rocky Mountain
Outing Club

Beat Old Man Winter
to the Punch!

Wed., Nov. 13 — 7:30 p.m.
SOUTHSIDE BRANCH
OF THE
WESTERN FEDERAL
SAVINGS AND LOAN
“Across From
Trempers Shopping Center”

JACKETS
COATS
SPORT COATS
BLAZERS

Activities:

REDUCED 2 5 %

Hiking, Cycling, Canoeing,
Ski Touring, Mountain
Climbing.

208 N. Higgins

COM ET
1966

For Extras

Hard Top

CLAY CARLSO N
(your University Auto Representative)

Ask Me About Student Discount

Executive Pontiac-Cadillac
300 W. Main

543-5177

IIM’s ONE-STOP DISCOUNT CENTER
Ben Pearson

All merchandise discounted 24°/0 to 40°/o

BOWS

Decorative POSTERS 77$

Realtone

laminated—40-45 lb.

Women’s Warm-lined & Waterproof Snow Boots

AM-FM
RADIO

$21.69

15” and 16” high — regular Gibson price — $10.97

UM Student Special Price $7.47
Ben Pearson

STEREO ALBUMS $2.77

Battery/Electric

HERB ALPERT

$ 1 2 .4 9

ARCHERY SET

THE RASCALS
regularly $4.75

35 lb. bow, quiver,
6 arrows, arm guard

JIMMY HENDRIX

$19.97

DuPont Zerex ANTI-FREEZE $1.3
permanent type

gallon

Cbamplin MOTOR OIL qt. 290
Chrome Wheels

$15.97

Reverse and Rally style
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'We Drink It •

It’s an Open Sewer9

• •

'What Becomes of the River Is Tragedy’
By SID MOODY
AP News Features Writer
At the source:
Upland ridges. Woods. Bed
barns. Forget-me-nots. Cool fresh
ets. Ponds. Ducks.
At the end:
Slimed flotsam, Garbage. Oil
scum. A flowing desert, a Styx.
It takes but 80 miles to be born
and die. It dies from pollution. And
it dies from ignorance, from indif
ference. from illegality, from nar
rowness of mind, from parsimony,

from the many who do nothing
and despite the many who do
much.
It is a modest stream. Not a
father of waters but a brother of
many in the United States. Its
story of pollution could be theirs.
In this case, it is the Passaic
River of New Jersey, which be
gins in a cleft of a hillside mea
dow. Rain sweeps into the hill and
gradually finds its way towards the
cleft. The ground becomes moist. A
tiny rivulet forms, no wider than

STARTS TODAY AT THE ROXY!
non. Admission
$1.50
Students
_$1.25
Under 12_________ __ _50c

OPEN 6:30 P.M.
Showings at
7 p.m. & 9 p.m.

SENSATIONAL
SMASH BOXING
_

NEVER BEFORE SH O W N

J m Louis

Jack Dempsey

For the first tim e on the w ide Theatre Screen

Two Full Hours of the
Rarest Films In Boxing
History!
T he W orld's Greatest Champions In Their
M ost Thrilling Fights
Every one a K. O.

★ ★ ★ ★ ★
Jess Willard ends Jack John
son's 7-year resign as heavy
weight champion with clean
knockout victory in the 26th
round.

Johnson - Ketchel Heavy
weight champ against a
great middleweight.

2nd fight

1st fight

Rocky Marciano

- Schmeling

Louis-Schmeling

one’s palm. But within 100 feet or
so a red salamander has already
found a home. Small wild flowers
have taken root and the trickle is
following a miniature bed that
leads down the meadow to a marsh
on to a woods and, growing ever
larger.
. . . Junction with Indian Graves
brook: four miles downstream . . .
Fifteen feet across now. Quick
flowing, clear, with a taste of the
springs that feed it. Some of
George Washington’s men camped
nearby during the severest winter
of the revolution. Long ago. But
trout still lurk motionless in the
current where it bubbles over the
worn stones. Trout indicate there is
a good supply of dissolved oxygen,
a measure of purity. Below a DO
—dissolved oxygen-count of 5,
trout die. Below 2, carp and cat
fish, the most resistant to pollu
tion, die, too.
. . . Berkeley Heights: nine miles
The first real taint. The Pas
saic is sluggish here, lacking the
rapids that help bring oxygen in
to the water. There is a mu
nicipal sewage plant here, one of
about 150 in the 792 square miles
of the Passaic watershed. Its ef
fluent gushes from a pipe into the
river, leaving a scimitar wake from
foaming chlorine disinfectant as it
flows downstream. Carp used to
swim here. Not now.
The problem is not lack of plan
ning or effort. It is another, com
mon, one: too many people too
quickly. Berkeley Heights had a
population of 4,500 fifteen years
ago when the town first put in a
$425,000 sewage plant. In 1966 the
plant’s capacity was doubled. That
cost $475,000. Population is now
13,500. Rapid growth has brought
shopping centers, new schools, an
industrial park that employs 1,000.
The enlarged sewage plant is ap

proaching capacity already. A
plant that exceeds capacity inade
quately treats its effluent.
. .. New Providence: 11 miles . . .
More sewage.
Raw sewage has a BOD of 250
parts per million. BOD is biologi
cal oxygen demand: the amount
of oxygen required in water to
support bacterial growth that will
in turn break down pollutants.
The more pollutants removed from
sewage by treatment, the lower
the BOD of the effluent into the
river. In a recent detailed classifi
cation, the State Department of
Health ruled that the Passaic for
most of its length must be fit for
drinking and recreation.
*
Some 700,000 drink its waters
downstream. Sewage plants on the
river must remove 90 per cent of
the BOD of their intake leaving
their effluent into the river a maxi
mum BOD of 25.
All plants on the Passaic -except
one treat sewage in at least two
stages: primary treatment, which
breaks up solids and removes per
haps 30 per cent of the BOD, and
secondary treatment by which bac
terial action in effect digests the
sewage with up to 90 per cent BOD
removal.
The one plant on the Passaic
with only primary treatment is
at New Providence, another fast
growing suburb. The first 1.5 mil
lion gallons of its daily sewage is
handled by a neighboring town.
The excess—during rains this can
reach up to 4.5 million gallons a
day (mgd)—goes through the
plant and into the river.
New Providence is lucky. The
federal government is paying 75
per cent of the cost of a new dem
onstration plant that will go some
what beyond secondary treatment.
Meanwhile, on bad days when the
town’s present plant is overloaded,

Reagan Man Calls for 'Severe Action’ Against Student Editor

Trustees in Row over '.How to Grow Pot9 Story
FRESNO, Calif. (CPS) — Some issue of Sonoma State College
trustees of California’s state col Steppes. It carried an editor’s note
lege system are mightily upset saying it was “in no way an en
over a student newspaper article dorsement of a feloniously filthy,
on how to grow marijuana at non-addictive habit.”
The angriest trustee was Dud
home.
The article, titled “Home Gar ley Swim, chairman of the board
dening for Fun and Pot: How to of National Airlines, who was re
Do It,” appeared in the Sept. 23 cently appointed to the board by

------ F O X T H E A T R E #

TELEPHONE 549-7085

#

NOW — * — PLAYING!
Zale - Graziano
When Dempsey won the
championship-Willard knocked into the ropes . Toledo, O., July 4, 1919.

|

Sugar Ray Robinson scores
with tremendous combina
tion punches to knockout
French middleweight cham
pion Jean Stock.

i

Plus These Other All Tim e Great Bouts
* Jack
Ko’a
DEMPSEY

Luis

Tony
GALENTO

* Max
BAER

F IR P O

* Max
Mickey
* Ray
SCHMELING 1(0 * WALKER
ROBINSON Ko’*
* Max
BAER

Prime
* Cassius
CARNERA
CLAY'

* Joe
LOUIS

Max
BAER

* Cassius'
CLAY

Rocky
GRAZIANO
Sonny
LISTON

K o ’s

K o ’s

Floyd
PATTERSON

Every Action Packed Minute From

.

Roman Polanski establishes himself
firmly as a director of the first rank,
Mia Farrbw as Rosemary draws a
beautifully intuitive performance.”

I

~ P a u l D. Zimm erman, Newsweek

“Shivering and absorbing
en tertainm en t. Sly,
s t y l i ^ an d suspenseful film .”

Saturday Raytaw

THE ACTUAL PICTURES
TAKEN A T RINGSIDE ! ! !

Decide for yourself
Who were the better
Fighter’s the “Old Timers”
or the more recent.
Cassius Clay, undefeated
heavyweight champion
the world.

Rocky Marciano
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Gov. Ronald Reagan. Swim called
for “prompt, swift, and sever ac
tion” against the paper’s editor.
When Glen Dumke, chancellor
of the state college system, sug
gested a study be made of the
general problem, in order to avoid
censorship, Swim growled, “That’s
a perfect example of our ostrich
policy, sticking our head in the
sand and being unwilling to fix
responsibility for something.”
The trustees decided not to do
anything about the article and
some reacted angrily. “If you think
a law has been broken, why don’t
you make a citizen’s arrest?” trus
tee James Tahcer asked Swim.
Swim asked the trustees counsel
whether a law had been broken,
but he refused to give an off-thecuff legal opinion.
Karl Wente, a winery owner and
Reagan appointee, said the legality
issue “is beside the point. This is
a question of morality.”

TROPHIES
LARGEST SELECTION IN
THE NORTHWEST
Featuring—
General Classics
and Kaag Trophies
• Custom Engraving
• Custom lettering on Tshirts and sweat shirts.
—both men's and
women’s styles.

ParamountPicturesftescnis I

MiaFarrowI

h a Wi&amCaste Production I

Ba^5

John Cassavetes

RuthGodon/SidneyBlackmer/Maurice Evans/and Ralph Bellamy
ProducedbyWAamCastie/wmientorfte ScreenandGreetedbyRomanPolanski
Fromttienovdbyka Lewi*/AoAcBonOSsgrw-RdwdSiDeill iKfncoteVAftranwiftcMe
.jugQMMdlorMMurtAuOBncw

FEATURE TIMES — 7:00 and 9:15 p.m.
6

its effluent into the river has a
BOD of 150 to 200, over two-thirds
the count of raw sewage.
. . . Pine Brooks: 36 miles . ..
The Passaic slips by languidly,'
noiselessly. The river now has a
definite odor of treated sewage,
for the Passaic in the brief stretch
has passed its point of ho return,
its junction with the Rockaway
and Whippany rivers.
*
At the headwaters of the Whip
pany, on Watnong Creek, is the
main office of the Warner-Lam
bert Pharmaceutical Co. The av
erage flow of the creek is about
2.5 mgd. Sewage and industrial
waste from the plant run about
one-tenth of that. It is processed
through a $350,000 treatment plant
and then into the creek. BOD:
about 20.
A few miles downstream on the
Whippany is the sewage plant for
Morristown, a town of about 30,000.
It has secondary treatment but of
a kind that easily gets ont of bal
ance. The other day this happened.
The odor was heavy. Above the
overflow pipe that river ran clear,
reflecting the color of the tnming
leaves above it. The effluent was a
soupy tan. Not far downsteram it
had colored the whole river, biding
the bottom. BOD: about 100, far
above the plant’s average.
Morristown is under orders to
expand its plant within 3% years.
It is already operating above de
sign capacity. The river will just
have to wait.
Some four miles downstream is*
the Whippany Paper Board Co., a
large processor of scrap paper. Its
water use is huge.. In summer the
whole river is often diverted into
the company’s mills, in 1966 the
Army Engineers said the mills
produced 40 per cent of the pollu
tion in the entire Passaic basin.
(Continued on Page 7)

All American
Trophy and Lettering
837 N. Higgins
549-5691

Trace the River Sewer to Its Tragedy
(Continued from Page 6)

The company in 1965 was
brought into court by the Passaic
Valley Water Commission which
depends on the Passaic for much
of its water supply. Seven hundred
employes were ordered laid off to
lessen the pollution. In February
1947 the PVWC count of BOD
from the mills was 427. Last Aug
ust is was 14.4. What happened?
Firstly, money. The company,
which had already spent large
sums of waste treatment, spent an
other $3.5 million. It hired Robert
Shaw, an experienced engineer, to
oversee the operation which had
not reached its predicted efficien
cy. It worked closely with Frank
DeHooge, PVWC purification su
perintendent. Shaw cut the mills’
effluent in half by recirculating
water.
. . . The Rockaway . . .
The headwaters are a picture
postcard of brooks tumbling down
wooded hills. What becomes of
them is a tragedy. Perhaps even
something worse.
The courts have acted in a pollu;ion case, one with national rami-

fications. It involves the Jersey
City municipal reservoir in Boonton.
Jersey City built the reservoir
in the 1920s for its drinking water.
To insure purity of the supply,
Jersey City also built a trunk
sewer at its expense serving the
upriver to\yns. It meets a sewer
plant below the reservoir and
'thence into the Rockaway. In
periods of low rainfall when there
is no spill over the reservoir dam,
the flow in the Rockaway below
the dam is whatever comes out of
the plant. Last summer the flow
into the plant from the trunk sew
er was more than double its capa
city to treat it — and there was no
flow over the dam.
DeHooge: "The river in effect
was an open sewer.”
The cause, again, is people. The
population upriver is 80,000. Four
times what it was when the reser
voir was built. The river, a brown
stain flowing through fields and
groves of trees, stank.
Last summer the state acted, ob
taining a court order against con
struction in the upriver towns that

would tie into the trunk sewer.
Building of ■ 600-home develop
ments stopped, as did a $6-million
renewal project.
Jersey City was ordered to spend
$830,000 in emergency improve
ments, release water down the
Rockaway from the reservoir to
help flush it and build new facili
ties costing up to $20 million.
The emergency repairs will not
solve the pollution. The river still
smells miles downstream. But it is
not as bad as last summer.
In the last 20 years, New Jer
sey has spent $600 million on sew
age facilities, 97 per cent of y by
municipalities, the balance by the
federal government. Richard Sulli
van, director of the New Jersey
Division of Clean Air and Water,
has estimated it would cost $762
million over the next five years in
treatment plant construction alone
for New Jersey to meet stream
standards of purity. Of this the
state would grant about half, en
abling municipalities to meet fed
eral matching funds of an author
ized $109 million over four years.
. . . Little Falls: 64 miles . . .

Student E ditor R esigns ‘U nder D uress’
After B lack P ow er R ally in H er O ffice
HAYWARD, Calif. (CPS)—Stulent objections to an editorial critcizing the Olympic protest of
sprinters Tommie Smith and John
Carlos have caused the editor of
he campus newspaper at Califorlia State College here to resign.
Editor Karen Holzmeister said
she resigned “to keep peace among
>lack and white students so that
he learning process at Cal State
vill not be hindered.”
The editorial conceded that
Smith and Carlos have a right to
express their views but said they
>icked the wrong time and place,
rhe two sprinters lowered their
leads and held up black-gloved
lands on the Olmpic victory stand
ifter they finished first and third
n the 200 meters.
About 100 students, most of
hem black, burned copies of the
paper, the Pioneer, after the ediorial appeared, then marched to
he editor’s office, where they denanded she resign.
They said their grievances inolved Miss Holzmeister’s general
ditorial policies, as well as the
pecific editorial. They gave her
n hour to respond to their denand. After they refused an offer
o write a guest editorial, Miss
lolzmeister resigned.
Richard Tarquinio, the paper’s
dviser, said “There were no
hreats but it was a forceful denand. He said he thought the edisrial page would “be more of an
pen forum” after the resignation.
But Miss Holzmeister disagreed.
>he said the editorial page already
irovlded a forum and that she
irinted all the letters she received.
Ihe also claimed that she was
tireatened and wanted it clear she
zas resigning under duress. “They

Modem
Beauty
School
—FROSTING—
• —TIPPING—
—STREAKING—
Soft Curl
Permanent Wave
All Work Done by
Students in
Training
Supervised by
Licensed Instructors

called me a racist and a fascist,”
she said. “They said there would
be trouble if I didn’t resign. I
feared the men on our staff would

get hurt.”
Ellis McCune, acting president
of the college, said he will inves
tigate what happened.

Just upstream near Two Bridges
the PVWC diverts up to 50 mgd
from the Passaic for drinking wa
ter. At low flows, almost half of
this may be treated sewage or in
dustrial waste—second-hand wa
ter.
At Two Bridges the Passaic
meets the Pompton River and the
junction is marked by the darker
outline of the Passaic.
Wendel Inhoffer, PVWC superin
tendent: “The Passaic by all stand
ards is not suitable for drinking.
However, it is being used for pot
able water. We have-no choice. We
have to take whatever comes down
the river.”
This includes the 3.75 mgd from
the troublesome Morristown plant,
the rank waters from the Rocka
way, the good, the bad.
It is generally conceded that
New Jersey — one of the few if
not the only state that has no
dumping of raw sewage into its
rivers — is holding its own or
slightly better on cleaning up the
Passaic, a river that has the mis
fortune to flow through one of
the most densely populated and in
dustrialized areas in the nation.
Enforcement of the new water
standards is one way to keep the
river clean. With the aid of federal
and state funds Whipple is trying
another — an experimental aera
tor that pumps air into the river
increasing the dissolved oxygen. If
successful, Whipple hopes a sys
tem of such aerators would be a
cheaper way to improve the river
without requiring expensive ter
tiary treatment by the sewage
plants or construction of reser

voirs such as $395-million plan by
the Army Engineers for flood con
trol and stream flow augmentation
during low flow. Indeed, whether
construction of reservoirs would
help or hinder the purity of the
Passaic is a debated point.
. . . Newark Bay, 80 miles . . .
The end comes here and the Up
per Bay of New York harbor. Not
far from the Statue of Liberty is
the outlet of the Passaic Valley
Sewage Commissions trunk sewer.
It carries the effluent from the fac
tories and cities below Little Falls
and, with only primary treatment,
dumps it into Upper Bay, some
200 million gallons daily, a river
in itself. New Jersey has taken the
sewage commission to court to de
termine whether the state has jur
isdiction to require extensive im
provements of its treatment plant,
built some 40 years ago with fed
eral approval. If the state wins,
there will still be the filth of the
Passaic, flowing into adjacent
Newark Bay.
The last miles of the river, after
passing over its most scenic point
—the falls at Paterson — are dank
and gloomy.
What a week or more before had'
been a trickle from a spring or the
soft rain of an afternoon shower is
now a wasteland. Old tires, banana
peels, driftwood. Its color now is a
sheen of oil. It passes by rotting
bulkheads and dirty brick factories
in Newark and Harrison.
Somewhere beyond, out by the
black mud marshes of the Jersey
meadows, the Passaic River gives
up its water to the sea and is no
more.'
OPEN 6:30 P.M.
Car oon at 6:50-9:50
“WEST SIDE STORY”
at 7:00-10:00.

IT’S HERE! STARTS TODAY!
No Advance in Admission Prices!

Unlike other classics
“West Side Story
grows younger!

"

“BEST
PICTURE!”
Winner of
10Academy
Awards!.,™
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Arkansas fMonkey Law9Lifted;
Termed Constitutional Violation
WASHINGTON (AP) — Arkan
sas’ “monkey law,” a lifeless ves
tige of the fundamentalist fervor of
the 1920s, was interred Tuesday by
the Supreme Court.
The law, adopted by statewide
election in 1928, made it a crime
to instruct students in the public
schools and universities that man
evolved from the apes and other
species of life.
Justice Abe Fortas said that by
seeking to suppress the teaching
of evolution in public schools, the
state impermissibly took a stand
for a particular religious view and
thereby violated the Constitution.
“There is and can be no doubt
that the First Amendment does not
permit the state to require that
teaching and learning must be tai
lored to the principles or prohibi
tions of any religious sect or dog
ma,” Mr. Fortas wrote for the
court.
Mr. Fortas said “fundamentalist
sectarian conviction was and is
the law’s reason for existence.” He
added that the motivation un
doubtedly was “to suppress the
teaching of a theory which, it was
thought, ‘denied’ the divine cre
ation of man.”
Mr. Fortas’s opinion cut down
the Arkansas law primarily on the
finding it violated the First
Amendment command that gov
ernment may not itself foster any
particular religion or religious the
ory.
Significantly, neither he nor the
court used the occasion to promote
the concept of academic freedom,

CLASSIFIED

ADS

Each line (5 words average)
first Insertion ------------ ---------20#
Each consecutive insertion
10#
Deadlines: Noon the day preceding
publication
If errors are made in advertisement.
Immediate notice must be given the
publishers since we are responsible for
only one incorrect insertion.
1. LOST AND FOUND
LOST during Grizzly-Bobcat game.
Jeweled AGR fraternity pin. Reward.
549-9654.
20-3C
3. PERSONAL
FEMME FATALES: Let us make your
foxy fashions. Fast, cheap, expert serv
ice. Close to campus: 233 E. Beckwith
or 549-6242 after 4. Sally coeds only,
please.
23-2c
6. TYPING___________________
TYPING. Mrs. Homer Williamson. 235
Dearborn. 549-7818.__________ 23-tfc
TYPING. 549-0251.____________23-7c
TYPING fast. Accurate. 543-7482, 21-tfc
TYPING, electric. English graduate will
correct. 543-7473, evenings.
18-5c
TYPING, reasonable. 549-7860. 15-tfo
TYPING, fast, accurate, experienced.
549-6236.___________________12-tfo
TYPING. 549-6602.____________ 1-tfc
TYPING, former corporate secretary.
549-6704.___________________ 2-tfc
8. HELP WANTED
BARMAIDS NEEDED. MONK’S CAV4
Call after 4 pjn„ $43-8888.
13-tfc
10. TRANSPORTATION
WANTED: TWO RIDERS to San Francisco area over Thanksgiving. Call 5436235._____________________ 23-lc

to advance the rights of teachers
to speak freely.
In fact, Mr. Fortas wrote .that
the justice felt no need to explore
the implications of the decisionsin terms of “the multitude of con
troversies that beset our campuses
today.”
The thrust of the decision, in
Mr. Fortas’s words, was this:
“Government in our democracy,
state and national, must be neu
tral in matters of religious theory,
doctrine and practice.
“It may not be hostile to any
religion or to the advocacy of no
religion; and it may not aid, foster,
or promote one religion or re
ligious theory against another or
even against the militant opposite.
“The First Amendment mandates
governmental neutrality between
religion and religion between re
ligion and nonreligion.”
The Arkansas law was inspired
by the Tennessee anti-evolution
law that was tested at the trial of
teacher John Thomas Scopes in
1925 at Dayton, Tenn.
Rationalism clashed with funda
mentalism at the carnival trial,
with Clarence Darrow defending
Scopes and William Jennings
Bryan, former presidential candi-

Tom Meagher was fined $12 for three
$1 tickets, late fees of $3 per ticket
were added plus $5 for not having a
decal. He also paid $9 for a mandatory
decal.
Stanley Hansen was fined $5 for not
having-a decal and $1, plus $3 late fee.
for parking in a no park area. He paid
$9 for a decal.
David Doran paid $5 for not register
ing his car and $2 for two tickets for
parking overtime. One ticket had a $3
late fee attached. He paid $9 for a
decal.
Leon Pinski and Don Teats each paid
$9 for two mandatory decals ana $5
fines for not registering their automo
biles.
Jack L. Green was fined $5 for not
having a decal. A decal for a second
car cost him $5.
Harold Gray was fined $1 for parking
in a visitors zone and Rodney Riggs
aid $1 for parking in a no park area,
loth tickets had a $3 late fee attached.
Each of the following persons re
ceived $1 fines for parking in a no
>ark area, improper parking or parkng in the wrong lot Jeff 8chaeffer.
John Baker, James Denesen, Robert
Larson, Jeff McKinstry and Hugh
Avery.

g
f

FIVE TEARS OF SUCCESS

During the five-year tenure of
UCLA athletic director J. D. Mor
gan, Bruin teams have won six
NCAA championships.
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CENTER
Today
The Mutual Life Insurance
Company of New York, Missoula,
will interview seniors for positions
as field underwriters to work in
western Montana.
Tomorrow.
Peat, Marwick, Mitchell & Co.,
Los Angeles, will interview seniors
majoring in accounting for posi
tions on audit, tax and manage
ment consulting staffs. Work loca
tions are nationwide.
Union Carbide, Corp., San Fran
cisco, will interview seniors ma
joring in business education, gen
eral business, management, mar
keting, English and mathematics
for sales trainee positions on the
West Coast.
Friday
The Bureau of Indian Affairs,
Albuquerque, will i n t e r v i e w
teacher candidates for the 1969-70
school year. Openings are antici
pated for elementary teachers and
guidance-home living profession
als.

Outdoor Sports
Club Scheduled
To Meet Tonight
The Rocky Mountain Outing
Club has scheduled an organiza
tional meeting for people inter
ested in outdoor sports tonight at
7:30 in the Western Federal Sav
ings and Loan Building.
Rick Graetz, publicity chairman,
said club members would engage
in such activities as hiking, cy
cling, canoeing, ski touring and
mountain climbing.
The club is the former Rocky
Mountaineers of Western Mon
tana.
Graetz said a number of experi
enced outdoorsmen are members
of the club and beginners could
profit from their experience and
learn safety techniques.
The club is open to young and
old, experienced and inexperi
enced, he said.
“This will give everyone a
chance to take part in organized
activities that take advantage of
outdoor wonders of Montana,” Mr.
Graetz said.

HOME MAINTENANCE SERVICE
Our Specialty Is Home Repair
and Basement Remodeling

BILL RUSSELL
542-0224

CALLING U
TODAY
Pre-Med Club, 7 p.m., HS207.
Planning Board, 4 p.m., ASUM
Activities Room.
Central Board, 7 p.m., ASUM
Activities Room.
The Book Staff, 7 p.m., LA 203.
Mortar Board, 7 p.m., Kappa Al
pha Theta House.
Circle K Board of Directors, 6:30
pjn., LA 104.
TOMORROW
Academic Affairs, 7 pjn., ASUM
Activities Room.
Student Ambassador Program,
6:30 pin., ASUM Activities Room.
Budget and Finance Commis
sion, 7 pm., ASUM Activities
Room.
Circle K, 6:30 pjn., LA 202.
Business Administration Wives
Club, 7:30 pjn., student family
housing center.
Program Council, 4:15 pjn. Pro-

423 North Avenue
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CLAY CARLSO N
(your University Auto Representative)

Ask Me About Student Discount

Executive Pontiac-CadiUac
300 W. Main

543-5177

W H A T ’S T H A T Y O U SAY?
You Don’t Know About the Door Prizes?
The $80 in Prizes to he Given Away Each Night

17. CLOTHING

—

CONCERNING U

• Newly elected dfficers of
Brantly Hall are Melinda Foster,
president; Kristeen Holmes, vice
president of standards; Julie
Blakemore, social vice president;
Diane Nyre, secretary-treasurer.
• Applications for student am
bassador are available at the
Lodge Desk.
• Applications for P r o g r a m
Council are available at the Lodge
Desk.
• Applications for Sentinel pho
tographer must be turned in at
the Lodge Desk by Nov. 19.
• Montana Indians and the Bill
of Rights will be discussed tonight
at 8 at a meeting of the American
Civil Liberties Union in the Mon
tana Power Company auditorium,
132 E. Broadway. H. Duane Hamp
ton, assistant professor of history,
John Ross, law student and former
ASUM president, and Harold
Gray, associate director of the
[ Traffic Board
Adult Education program in Mis
will speak. The meeting is
Traffic Board fined 14 persons soula,
open to the public.
$115 last week.

Specialize in men's and women's alter
ations. 543-8184.______________ 3-tfC
18. MISCELLANEOUS
EXPERT SEWING and alterations by
JAE SUEN. 543-8094.
23-tfc
SINGLETON FELLOWSHIP Group 2550. 549-0269._______________ 20-tfC
21. FOR SALE
1961 MGA. MUST SELL. New top and
Interior. Excellent running condition.
243-4157.
23-3c
1953 Plymouth. $50. 549-3270. 23-3c
8MijlH-COR6nA skyrider typewriter.
$15. 549-0285 etween 6 and 9 pm.
___________________
23-2c
SKIS rossignol Stratix epoxy, combination flex, 210 cm., Salomon step-in
bindings, new last winter. $120 with
bindings or $95 without. 549-9263. 23-4c
HOME MADE CAKES for all occasions.
549-2753.__________________ 21-tfc
SKIS, Hart Combinations. 728-1097.
________ _________________20-5c
1966 COBRA GT-350 31X1 and 339 gears,
Mlchelln tires. 18,000 actual miles, not
raced. Also. 1967 TOYOTA 4 x 4 land
cruiser. Radio, extra heater, canvas top
and regular top. 543-7949._______ 19-8c
1963 FALCON in good condition. 5498879._______________
17-tfc
LUCYS, 330 N. Higgins, for outstanding
gifts—dishes, stainless steel, wall decor
and linens in addition to fine furnlture.______________________ 8-tic
1966 MUSTANG GT. High performance.
Indianapolis wide ovals, air condition
ing, automatic power steering, disk
brakes, Mag 500 wheels. Candy apple
red. 19,000 miles. Call during the day.
543-8888.___________________22-tfc
22. FOR RENT
LOVELY, NEW ONE BEDROOM and
efficiency apartments: furnished, utili
ties paid, laundry, parking. Inquire:
329 S. 5th E.
8

date and secretary of state, speak
ing for Tennessee.
Mr. Scopes, then 24, was. con
victed of teaching evolution and
fined $100. Though this was upset
eventually on a technicality, the
Tennessee law was sustained by
the state supreme court in 1927
and was not repealed until 1967.

[ PLACEMENT I

in the Costume Contest?

The Free Hot Dogs and Soft Drinks?
The Dancing and Exhibits?
ALL AT THE

FORESTERS’ B A L L
November 15 & 16

8-12

ADAMS FIELD HOUSE
Please Observe University Drinking Regulations
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